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Abstract: Low visibility caused by fog events can lead to disruption of every type of public trans-
portation, and even loss of life. The focus of this study is the synoptic conditions associated with fog
formation. The data used in this study was collected over the course of ten years (2010–2019) in Sofia,
Bulgaria. The forecast skills of the Fog Stability Index (FSI) and the local Sofia Stability Index (SSI), as
well as the relation between the Integrated Water Vapor (IWV) and fog from the Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS), were tested. Both fog indices are used for fog nowcasting as their lead times
are short and unclear. The Jenkinson–Collison Type method was used for extracting the predominant
synoptic-scale pressure systems which provide suitable weather conditions for fog formation. Surface
observations from two synoptic stations were used to calculate and evaluate the performance of the
two fog indices and of the ground-based GNSS receiver for the IWV. The forecast skills provided by
Probability of Detection (POD) and False Alarm Ratio (FAR), for both fog and no-fog periods, were
obtained by discriminant analysis. Additionally, several weather parameters, such as surface wind
speed, relative humidity and IWV, were added in order to improve the results of the local index (SSI).
This led to a 77.9% hit rate. The cyclonic system influence and zonal flows from the west and the
southwest are both responsible for a number of fog cases that are comparable to those associated
with the anticyclonic system. The IWV was not found to improve the forecast skill of the fog indices.
However, it was found that its values had a larger spread during no-fog periods in comparison to
fog periods.

Keywords: fog; fog index; objective circulation classification; Global Navigation Satellite System;
Integrated Water Vapour

1. Introduction

Fog is a weather phenomenon that causes low visibility (below one km) from the
surface. It is made of water droplets and/or ice crystals. Climatology shows that in Sofia
fog develops during calm weather, with relative humidity above 90% during cyclonic
weather, and above 95% during anticyclonic weather. Fog forecasting is a challenging
process as atmosphere stratification, turbulence, radiation, orographic drag, aerosols, and
katabatic winds all contribute to fog formation [1,2]. In urban areas, specifically, fog is
usually combined with poor air quality. This combination causes ground and air traffic
problems, health issues, schedule delays, and money loss. The worst case scenarios can
result in fatalities. Many, and varied, attempts have been made over the years to help society
improve forecasting methods. Some of the approaches have involved NWP models, local
algorithms, and statistical and logical schemes. Egli et al. [3] investigated fog occurrences in
Central Europe for the period 2006–2015 and found that fog is most likely to develop during
anticyclonic conditions as well as from the southwest-to-southeast flow associated with
high-pressure systems. Although this conclusion is well known to operational forecasters,
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the classification of the synoptic conditions related to specific weather phenomena has
only just recently been studied. An overall decrease in aerosol optical thickness and an
increase in horizontal visibility are reported in the Netherlands Boers et al. [4], where this
tendency is projected to continue in the coming decades. An interesting aspect of the latter
study is a predicted increase in aerosol hygroscopicity, which affects visibility in a negative
way. Vautard et al. [5] found that Europe has faced a 50% decline in fog frequency for the
last 30 years due to reduced air pollution. This was found to impact the radiation balance
in winter and to, thereby, contribute to overall warming. The effect on fog formation by
rising temperatures in recent decades was studied by Klemm et al. [6]. They evaluated
that a 10% change in aerosol concentration has a similar impact on fog formation as 0.1 ◦C
change in temperature. Pérez-Díaz et al. [7] also confirmed that improving the air quality
in major cities plays a role in the decrease of the number of fog events. Furthermore,
observations in China Niu et al. [8], confirmed that increased air pollution, combined
with winter atmospheric circulation changes, resulted in a 100% increase in fog frequency
over the last 30 years. Furthermore, increased NOx, SO2, O3, and CO concentrations
during foggy days affect the human respiratory and cardiovascular systems and cause lung
inflammation Kampa and Castanas [9]. The importance of pollutants and meteorological
processes for fog occurrence at Kolkata airport in India was investigated by Dutta and
Chaudhuri [10]. A decision tree algorithm and artificial neuron network method were
applied to determine and prioritize the parameters for fog forecasting. Their method, which
is based on minimum entropy, ranks NO2 as the most important parameter, followed by
wind speed, relative humidity, CO, and temperature.

Determining the exact meteorological parameters to be included in studies is also a
subject of research, and its results support the general goal of improving fog forecasting.
Hunová et al. [11] confirmed the importance of relative humidity and air pollutants for
fog formation in their study of the increasing fog occurrences over the Czech Republic.
Although Izett et al. [12] achieved a high hit rate in the Netherlands, false alarms remain an
issue. They found that a majority of false alarm cases are associated with weather conditions
that are close, but not quite sufficient, to initiate fog formation. Wind direction is also
considered a factor for fog formation when taking into account site-specific conditions. The
wind direction distribution related to fog frequency in their study showed that, while the
predominant (>50%) direction was from south to southwest, most fog cases occurred when
the wind direction was from north to northwest. They suggested that wind direction (for
wind speed <3m/s) from the north to the northwest was more favorable for fog formation
because before the air reached Cabauw it passed over the North sea, flat agricultural land,
and lakes. In Sofia, a similar relation between wind direction and fog frequency is observed.
The easterly wind is favorable for fog in Sofia because there are mushrooms and a river in
the eastern vicinity.

To study fog, various approaches have been developed over the years, but, in cur-
rent operational weather forecasting, locally-developed indices are typically applied.
Holtslag et al. [13] examined empirical methods as alternative forecasting tools and con-
cluded that the Fog Stability Index (FSI), based on radiosonde profiles and optimized for
stations in the Netherlands, resulted in an improvement of forecasting skills. The FSI was
found to give better forecast scores than the NWP model, especially after optimization for
site-specific conditions. The skills of the ECMWF and AROME models for fog forecasting
at Lisbon airport (Portugal) were tested by Belo-Pereira and Santos [14]. They used the
FSI calculated by the ECMWF and compared it with METAR observations. The models
were found to have difficulties in predicting fog, especially the onset and dissipation times.
Although AROME had a better horizontal resolution, the better vertical resolution of the
ECMWF led to a higher hit rate. This study once again illustrates the difficulties faced
in the correct modeling of the boundary layer. Song and Yum [15] improved the FSI for
Incheon International Airport in South Korea. They found that an 850 hPa wind speed had
no contribution to fog forecasting and the modified FSI exhibited better forecasting skills in
their study. Dejmal and Novotny [16] studied the performance of FSI in the Czech Republic.
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They also concluded that a wind speed of 850 hPa had only a minor impact on forecasting
skills. Both studies concurred that the dew point deficit is the factor that most contributes
to an accurate fog forecast. The IWV is the total amount of water vapor between a satellite
and the ground receiver. As the vapor undergoes a phase transition into cloud droplets
during the onset of fog, incorporating IWV into fog research facilitates achievement of the
overall goal of the scientific community to improve prediction. Investigating the relation-
ship between IWV values and some characteristics of fog and fog life cycle is a useful and
important step.

Lee et al. [17] first analyzed the relationship between GNSS IWV and visibility dur-
ing dense radiation fog on the South Korean coast. They concluded that IWV can be
considered a supplementary technique in detecting fog processes and improving fog pre-
dictability. Fog formation, development, and dissipation in Bulgaria were studied by
employing the synergy between surface observations and GNSS IWV by [18]. The study
confirmed high sensitivity of IWV to the transfer of water vapor to cloud water during
fog formation, especially during radiation fog. Further study of persistent fog in Sofia
from 3 January, 2014, to 10 January, 2014 [19], used surface temperature observations from
two synoptic stations (Sofia) and the nearby peak (Cherni Vrah) to calculate the Sofia
Stability Index (SSI). The SSI provided additional information about the development and
dissipation of the temperature inversion layer during fog. The IWVs from two GNSS
stations, at altitudes of 600 m and 1120 m, were also used to study the air mass changes. A
dependence relationship between the diurnal the IWV cycle and fog formation/dissipation
was reported, with IWV variation being the lowest on foggy days.

Alaoui et al. [20] used an ensemble analog-based system in order to improve fog
forecast effectiveness for several airports in Morocco. Its best performance was for nighttime
and early morning fog or mist cases. During the day, an increase in false positive alarms
was observed. Neykov et al. [21] proposed stochastic forecasting models for fog and
horizontal visibility using a set of weather predictors from SYNOP’s and air sounding
data at standard levels of 925, 850, and 700 hPa. The results obtained showed that these
models, based on binary and ordinal logistic regression, provide reasonable probabilistic
forecasts for fog and horizontal visibility. A similar approach was applied by Kim et al. [22]
in California (USA). They used logistic regression and random forest models to forecast
advective fog in the next 1 to 3 h. The results were promising, with CSI scores up to
100%. These findings confirm the high potential of decision tree algorithms applied to local
time series.

A more explicit evaluation of the predominant weather types was found to be useful,
due to the correlation between synoptic weather types and fog onset conditions. Otero
et al. [23] assessed the Jenkinson–Collison Type (JCT) classification for its applicability in
investigating future weather type changes over Europe and Voormansik et al. [24] also
used the same classification to find the predominant synoptic-scale conditions associated
with thunderstorms in Estonia. Stoev et al. [25] used JCT classification for the first time in
Bulgaria in order to automatically classify the predominant weather patterns for Foehn.

The usefulness of studies on the relationship between atmospheric circulation and
the occurrence and dissipation of fog is beyond doubt. For example, operational practice
requires quick and easy decisions related to answering the questions as to the probability
of fog and whether the specific circulation conditions are conducive to fog formation. This
is very useful in the limited time available to meteorologists in weather services and also
in the training of new meteorologists. By studying the peculiarities of meteorological
phenomena and knowing their manifestations, scientists contribute to the improvement
of the conditions in which we live. Our work is related to the description and successful
prediction of fog, which is still a challenge in the operational practice of meteorological
services and represents a small contribution to the overall effort.

The aim of this study was to investigate the atmospheric circulation types during
which fog is most likely to develop in Sofia, and to evaluate the skill of two indices
in detecting fog conditions, namely, surface observations and GNSS IWV. In Section 2,
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Jenkinson–Collison circulation with 26 types (JCT), based on 2010–2019 ERA5 data and
fog/no fog surface observations for the same time period, were used to get fog observation
distribution in relation to atmospheric circulation. The indices FSI, SSI, and the calculation
of IWV are also defined in Section 2. A discriminant analysis is used to determine the
reliability of the indices. Section 3 contains the results for the distribution of the weather
types associated with fog occurrence in Sofia for the 10-year period, as well as the forecast
skills of the indices and IWV. A conclusion is provided in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods

Four ground-based observations were used to study fog events in Sofia, two of
which were from the synoptic observation stations in Sofia (600 m asl) and in Cherni
Vrah (2300 m asl), and two were from GNSS stations in Sofia city (600 m asl) and Sofia-
Plana (1120 m asl). Cherni Vrah station was chosen because it is 30 km from Sofia and,
during foggy days, the station is above the inversion layer. Station locations are presented
in Figure 1. The variables measured in these stations were 10 m wind speed and direc-
tion, surface pressure, temperature, dew point, the maximum and minimum temperature
for the day, cloud coverage (human observation of), cloud type (human observation of),
cloud base height (human observation of), present and past weather phenomenon, total
precipitation for the last 3 h, pressure tendency, soil temperature (only in the city) and
horizontal visibility between 0.1 and 70 km, in these two synoptic stations, according to
human observation. The uncertainty in the measurement of visibility depended on the
judgments of the observers. They relied on certain visibility markers.

Figure 1. (a) Map of Bulgaria with indicated locations of observations. (b) Map with a zoom over the
Sofia plain. Red markers indicate the stations’ locations and names.

2.1. Objective Circulation Classification: Jenkinson–Collison Type

In this study, objective circulation classification software, Cost733class software v
1.2 (Cost733class v1.2, [26]), was used. The software does a systematic comparison of
synoptic classification algorithms and their configuration variants for 12 different European
regions. The software package can be downloaded at http://cost733.geo.uni-augsburg.de/
(accessed on 21 April 2023). The Cost733class v1.2 includes over 20 classification methods
but, based on a previous study by [25], the Jenkinson–Collison Type (JCT) method was
selected. It is a threshold-based classification method with circulation types defined by
using a numerical threshold for circulation indices [27]. The main advantage of threshold-
based classifications is that they discriminate between synoptically significant types [26].
The assignment of cases is automated by using threshold values for three indices (zonal
and meridional flow and vorticity) that result in three states (low, intermediate, and high)
and 26 circulation types. To derive JCT circulation types [28], an automated scheme
for Lamb weather types [29] is applied to daily 850 hPa geopotential height fields from
ERA5 reanalysis [30]. The JCT26 was computed for the domain of southeast Europe with
coordinates 7◦ E–30◦ E and 34◦ N–49◦ N. In Figure 2 the JCT types are presented. JCT
circulation classification types are the following: (1) eight directional types, these being
West (W), southwest (SW), northWest (NW), north (N), northeast (NE), east (E), southeast
(SE) and South (S); (2) Cyclonic (C); (3) AntiCyclonic (AC); (4) eight anticyclonic directional

http://cost733.geo.uni-augsburg.de/
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types, these being AW, ASW, ANW, AN, ANE, AE, ASE and AS; and (5) eight cyclonic
directional types, these being CW, CSW, CNW, CN, CNE, CE, CSE, and CS.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Map of geopotential heights at 850 hPa for JCT circulation classification with 26 types. For
CW type, the position of Bulgaria is shown with a red rectangle.

2.2. SYNOP and ROAB Observations, FSI, SSI

The Fog Stability Index (FSI) is an empirical method for fog forecasting, developed by
the US Air Force. It is used in this study in the equation:

FSI = 2(T − Td) + 2(T − T850) + W850 (1)

where T is the surface temperature in [◦C], Td is the dew point temperature in [◦C], T850 is
the temperature at 850 hPa pressure altitude in [◦C] and W850 is the wind speed at 850 hPa
pressure altitude in [m/s]. Fog risk is high for FSI < 31, moderate for 31 ≤ FSI ≤ 55, and
very low for FSI > 55 Reymann et al. [31]. We used the FSI as it was originally defined.
Although two papers have suggested that the impact of the wind speed on the hit rate is
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small or negligible, our opinion is that it is still correct to use it in the way suggested by
the original definition. The focus of this study was not to improve the FSI or evaluate its
components, but to test its skill in detecting fog conditions. Improving the FSI is part of
our plans for future study.

In accordance with the study proposed by Stoycheva and Evtimov [32], in Cherni Vrah
the Sofia Stability Index (SSI) was applied. The SSI was calculated by using the surface
temperatures at Sofia and Cherni Vrah stations in the equation:

SSI =

√
1 + ∆t / 17

1 + tch.vrah/273.15
(2)

where ∆t is the temperature of Cherni Vrah (∼2300 m asl.) minus that of Sofia (∼600 m asl.),
tch.vrah is the surface air temperature at Cherni Vrah station in [◦C]. The SSI scaling factor
of 17 reflects the altitude difference between Sofia and Cherni Vrah (1700 m), assuming a
temperature gradient of 10 ◦C/1000 m.

The index represents an integral characteristic of the degree of stability of the layer
between 600 m asl and 2300 m asl, and the approximate altitudes of Sofia and Cherni Vrah.
The SSI is based on the Brunt–Väisälä frequency [33] and estimated the strength of the
static stability of the airmass over Sofia. A higher value of the Brunt–Väisälä frequency
corresponds to a higher degree of stability of the local air mass, with maximum values in
the temperature inversion layers.

2.3. GNSS IWV Data Set 2010–2019: SOFA and SOFI

The first GNSS station used in this study is located in Sofia city (SOFA) at an altitude
of 667 m asl. The SOFA time-series is available from multipurpose data products of
Nevada Geodetic Laboratory (NGL), which processes data from over 17,000 GNSS stations
globally [34]. The NGL GPS processing was done with GipsyX v1 software with Precise
Point Positioning strategy and the following set up: (1) Jet Propulsion Laboratory GPS orbit
products; (2) 7◦elevation angle cutoff; (3) 5-min sampling rate. Priori tropospheric models
for wet and dry delays were interpolated from the Vienna Mapping Function (VMF1) [35]
grid. The mapping function was VMF1. Zenith delay and gradients were estimated with a
random walk every 5 min.

The second GNSS station is located on Plana mountain near Sofia (Sofia–Plana, SOFI)
at an altitude of 1164 m asl. SOFI is part of the International GNSS Service (IGS) and, in
this work, tropospheric products were from the first IGS reprocessing campaign [36,37].
The IGS reprocessing strategy uses the following set up: (1) fixed orbits and clocks;
(2) Earth orientation: IGS Final Combined; (3) transmit and receive antenna phase centre
map: IGS standards; (4) 7◦ elevation cut-off angle; (5) GMF hydrostatic and wet mapping
function [38]; (6) 24 h data arc; (7) 5 min data rate; (8) estimated parameters: station posi-
tion, Zenith Wet Delay; (9) delay (3 cm/h random walk), delay gradients (0.3 cm/h random
walk) and phase biases (white noise).

The tropospheric product from the GNSS stations SOFA and SOFI are Zenith Total Delay
(ZTD). Integrated Water Vapour (IWV) was derived by using surface pressure (ps) and tem-
perature (ts). The IWV was calculated from ZTD following Davis et al. [39], Bevis et al. [40]:

IWV =
106

(k3/Tm + k′2)Rv
(ZTD− 0.0022768

ps

1− 0.00266cos(2θ)− 0.00028h
) (3)

where k′2 = (17± 10) [K/hPa], k3 = (3.776± 0.004) 105 [K2/hPa] are constants, first derived
by [41] and Rv = 461.51 [J/(kg K)] is the gas constant for water vapour, Tm = 70.2 + 0.72ts
[K] is the weighted mean atmospheric temperature, h [km] is the height and θ is the latitude
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variation of the gravitational acceleration. The pressure difference between the GNSS and
SYNOP station altitudes was calculated using the polytropic barometric formula [42]:

ps = ps

(
T

T − L (Hg − Hs)

)(
g0 M0

R L )

(4)

where ps is the pressure at the GNSS station altitude, ps is the pressure at SYNOP sta-
tion altitude, T [K] is surface temperature , L = 6.5 K/km is tropospheric lapse rate,
Hs [km] is the SYNOP station altitude, Hg [km] is the altitude of the GNSS station,
g0 = 9.806 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration, M0 = 28.9644 g/mol is the molar mass
of air and R = 8.31432 N m/(mol K) is the universal gas constant.

2.4. Discriminant Analysis

Discriminant analysis [43] is a well-known technique for classification and assessment
of meteorological data. In this paper, analyses were conducted by using Statistica soft-
ware [44]. All days from November to February of the period 2010–2019 were selected for
the statistical analysis. Based on SYNOP data, the 3 hourly registrations were automatically
divided into two samples: (1) those with fog registrations (F), including 10 different fog
types according to the WMO codes, and (2) those without fog registration (noF), including
mist, haze, smoke, dust, drizzle, snow and clear sky. The weather phenomenon reported in
the synoptic stations was used in computations [45].

Environmental conditions, i.e. strong stability calculated by the indices SSI and FSI,
and IWV data from both groups F and noF were analyzed. The following basic statistics
were estimated separately for F and noF groups, and for the IWV from Sofia city and Sofia
Plana GNSS stations: median, mean, and 10, 25, 75, and 90 percentiles of FSI, and SSI. An
F-test, with a confidence level of 0.05, was applied to determine the statistically significant
difference between the groups. Standard discriminant analysis, using Statistica software
Sta [44], was applied to obtain the monthly box and whisker plots of FSI and SSI values and
their separation into two groups, for F and noF. The following skill scores were calculated:

(1) Probability of detection (POD, [46]):

POD =
FC

FC + FI
(5)

(2) False Alarm Ratio (FAR, [46]):

FAR =
FI

FC + FI
(6)

(3) Critical Success Index (CSI, [46]):

CSI =
FC

FC + FI + noFI
(7)

(4) True Skill Statistic (TSS, [46]):

TSS =
FC

FC + FI
− noFI

noFI + noFC
(8)

where FC is the number of correctly detected F registrations, FI is the number of incor-
rectly detected F registrations, noFC is the number of correctly detected noF registrations,
and noFI is the number of incorrectly detected/classified noF registrations. POD is the
likelihood that a prediction of fog is correct, and FAR is the likelihood that fog is forecast
but does not occur. CSI is a measure of the performance of the forecast, although it is not
suitable for events with low frequency. TSS also assesses the accuracy.
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3. Results
3.1. Circulation Classification: 2010–2019

Fog in Sofia can occur in various atmospheric conditions and it is important to quantify
the main circulation types. The objective circulation classification JCT, with 26 types, was
computed for a 10-year period for days without fog (noF, blue bars in Figure 3) and for days
with fog (F, orange bars in Figure 3). Figure 3 indicates that, on an annual basis, there were
the following six circulation types with over 200 noF days: (1) anticyclonic (AC, 546 days),
(2) cyclonic (C, 410 days), (3) north (N, 343 days), (4) west (W, 292 days), (5) southwest
(SW, 260 days) and (6) northwest (NW, 260 days). The total number of days with fog was
only 3% of all thedays in the period. Based on a monthly climatological study conducted
by Stoycheva and Evtimov [32], the winter months from November to February have the
largest number of fog days in Sofia. As a result, a shorter period was selected, that of
November to February for the period 2010–2019, in order to analyze the circulation types
leading to fog. Presented in Figure 3b are the circulation types for F and noF days. Six
circulation types resulted in fog for the November-February period: (1) anticyclonic (AC)
with 18 days of fog, (2) cyclonic (C) with 14, (3) west (W) with 14, (4) southwest (SW) with
12, (5) northwest (NW) with 7, and (6) north (N) with 6. As expected, the AC type had
the largest contribution to fog formation as it was associated with clear sky, calm weather,
and nocturnal radiation cooling. West and southwest circulation types were responsible
for warm air advection, which created conditions for strong temperature inversion. The
warm air was usually more humid, but, sometimes, the advection was only at 850 hPa and
the airmass at the surface remained unchanged. This happens when the pressure gradient
was low and, in these situations, Sofia experiences an almost guaranteed foggy night and
morning. The percentages of the fog days for every type are given in Figure 3c. While
there were types having even higher fog frequency than the predominant types mentioned
above, they were observed very rarely in the 10-year period.

In the inner part of the anticyclone, there is very low wind speed or even calm weather,
and clear sky. This is caused by the downward airflow in the center of the anticyclone
and the divergence towards the rear part of the high-pressure system. Calm weather
is responsible for the absence of mixing in the boundary layer, which results in quick
saturation caused by enhanced air cooling at the surface and evaporation. The cooling of
the air at the surface creates an inversion layer and stable atmosphere stratification which
reduces the mixing even further. These conditions during the winter season, when the
nights are long and the radiation cooling is strong, make this circulation type most suitable
for fog formation. The cyclonic and southwest circulation types result in the advection of
warm and humid air masses over Bulgaria, thus facilitating fog formation. For the west
circulation type, fog formation is a result of the combination of a weak flow and topography
i.e. the high mountains surrounding Sofia city.

3.2. Fog in Sofia 2010–2019: FSI, SSI and IWV

For the period November-February 2010–2019, the FSI monthly box and whisker
plots for days with fog registrations (F) and without fog registrations (noF) are computed
and presented in Figure 4a. The monthly median FSI values (square in Figure 4a) for
F registrations were in the range of 11–21, while for noF registrations they were in the
range 31–36. A clear separation between F and noF was also seen for 25 and 75 percentiles
(blue and orange boxes in Figure 4a) for every month except February. However, there
was an overlap between the 90 percentile of F registrations and the 10 percentile of noF
registrations. Comparing this result with the FSI thresholds, it can be concluded that the
index has lower values than expected. As can be observed, about 50% of the noF cases
had FSI values below the threshold of 31. This was caused either by weather conditions
slightly deviating from those necessary for fog formation, or the index required site-specific
optimization of its parameters and new thresholds. Nevertheless, the usefulness of the FSI
for fog detection in Sofia was confirmed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Number of days with circulation classification JCT with 26 classes for the period 2010–2019.
(a) For all months of the year (January–December), (b) only for winter months November–February,
and (c) frequency of fog days for every type in the winter months.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Monthly box and whisker plots of FSI (a) and SSI (b).

Monthly box and whisker plots of SSI are shown in Figure 4b for the same period. The
monthly median SSI had values between 0.9 and 1.0 during fog, while typical SSI monthly
median values for noF were around 0.7–0.8. Furthermore, the 25 and 75 percentiles did not
overlap. However, the 10 and 90 percentiles did. The threshold value of the SSI used by
Stoycheva et al. [19] was 0.98, which was the 22-year mean value for all fog events. As is
seen in Figure 4b, a more accurate approach wouold be the usage of monthly thresholds (for
example, the medians). The reason behind this was also the different synoptic situations
in December and January, compared to November and February. In Bulgaria, fog has
a much higher frequency in December and January due to the predominant influence
of high-pressure systems. In these two months, the noF distribution had a large spread,
especially for December, where the 90 percentile for noF reached the median for F. This can
be explained by the fact that the air mass during the anticyclonic type needs a few days for
strong enough inversion to form, and for the dew point deficit to be small enough. The SSI
as it is defined in Equation (2), does not incorporate the relative humidity and that is why,
in Section 3.3, we expand the set of parameters it includes.

It is to be noted that the numbers of fog registrations for February (9) and November
(37) were much lower compared to January (88) and December (185), and, therefore, the
results for those months may not be reliable.

We further analyzed the GNSS-derived IWV at two stations in Sofia city (SOFA) and
the nearby mountain Sofia Plana (SOFI). The results are presented in Figure 5. The monthly
box and whisker plots of IWV for F/noF registrations in the period 2010–2019 for SOFA
are shown in Figure 5a. On a monthly basis, there was no separation between IWV values
for F and noF samples. The fog onset was connected with the transformation of the IWV
into cloud droplets. Thus, it was expected that the IWV values would decrease during
fog formation and increase during dissipation. A lower spread of IWV values for F cases
is clearly seen, compared to noF. This behavior was to be expected because, during fog,
there is no change in the air mass and the phase state of water. The bigger spread in IWV
values for noF cases was caused by various other (if any) weather phenomena. The absence
of separation in the values for F and noF cases can be explained by the 9.5 km distance
between the synoptic stations of the NIMH and GNSS stations for SOFA. The NIMH station
is located in a lower and more humid area, and most of the time only part of the city is
covered by fog. The IWV difference between SOFA and SOFI (Figure 5b) also showed a
negligible difference between F and noF cases. This behavior needs further investigation.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Monthly box and whisker plots of IWV at: (a) SOFA F/noF sample and (b) difference
between SOFA and SOFI for F and noF registrations.

3.3. Probability of Detection and False Alarm for Fog in Sofia

The ultimate goal of this work was to enhance the fog condition detection skills in
operational centers in Bulgaria, such as those for public weather and aviation. Therefore,
the results are presented in this section for the probability of fog detection using JCT26, FSI,
SSI, Wind speed (Wind), Relative Humidity (RH) and IWV. Table 1 presents POD and FAR
based on JCT26 (column 2), FSI (column 3) and SSI (column 4). Wind speed (column 5),
Relative Humidity (column 6) and IWV from the SOFA station (column 7)are added to
SSI. Table 1 shows that the POD, when using daily JCT26 circulation types, was 60.1%.
The POD of the FSI, based on 12 UTC observations, was 77.4% and, for the SSI, the POD
was computed with a temporal resolution of 3 hours, and was 73.7%. By adding Wind
speed and relative humidity to SSI the POD reached 77%. The best result for the POD
was 77.9%, obtained by using SSI, Wind speed, RH, and IWV from the station in Sofia city.
However, the false alarm ratio remained high in the range of 22% (column 7 line 2). In
operational practice in aviation, it is preferred to incorrectly predict fog than to miss it. The
low visibility procedures at the airport require tens of minutes to apply and this may result
in the inability of an aircraft to land safely. That is why, although the POD was high, the
value of FAR was still an issue.

Table 1. POD, FAR, CSI and TSS using JCT26 (column 2), FSI (column 3), SSI (column 4), SSI and
Wind (column 5), SSI, Wind and RH (column 6), SSI, Wind, RH and IWV (SOFA column 7). The
period November–February, 2010–2019, was analyzed.

JCT26 FSI SSI SSI+Wind SSI+Wind
+RH

SSI+Wind+
RH+IWV

POD 60.1% 77.4% 73.7% 74% 77% 77.9%
FAR 39.9% 22.6% 26.3% 26% 23% 22.1%
CSI 9% 23% 9% 10% 12% 14%
TSS 8% 57% 56% 59% 74% 74%

The combination of SSI, wind speed, RH, and IWV results in a function with the
equations presented in Table 2. The coefficients were determined for the period 2010–2014
and tested for the period 2015–2019. The results are illustrated in Figure 6. Good skill in fog
detection was seen for January and December when most of the fog cases were observed.
A threshold value of 19.7 was determined by the mean of the medians for the F cases.
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Table 2. Equations of classification functions based on the following: (1) SSI and Wind, SSI, (2) Wind
and RH, and (3) SSI, Wind, RH and IWV. Coefficients were calculated for the period November–
February, 2010–2014.

Parameters Equation

SSI + Wind 25.71 × SSI + 1.23 ×Wind − 13.33
SSI + Wind + RH 11.63 × SSI + 1.24 ×Wind + 0.23 × RH − 17.63

SSI + Wind + RH + IWV 18.04 × SSI + 1.45 ×Wind + 0.2 × RH + 0.41 ×
IWV − 21.71

Figure 6. Monthly box and whisker plots of the classification function F (SSI, Wind, RH, IWV) for F
(orange) and noF (blue) cases.

4. Conclusions

Accurate and timely forecasting of the occurrence, development, and dispersion of
fog in airport areas is of paramount importance for public weather and aviation meteo-
rological services. Although the proposed index was constructed for a limited area, its
effectiveness could be verified in another area, where fog prediction requires additional
efforts, accompanied by the involvement of not very complex, but effective, methodolo-
gies. The construction of the index, starting from the idea of the physical meaning of
the Brunt–Väisälä frequency Stoycheva and Evtimov [32], allows evaluating the state of
the atmosphere. Using temperatures at two levels, ground level and at a height slightly
above the inversion layer, serves as an indicator of the formation or dissipation of fog. The
direct application of the index can be applied in any similar terrain, correcting only for the
difference between the two points where the temperature is measured.

In this work, state-of-the-art objective circulation classification was used to quantify
the weather types leading to fog in the city of Sofia. While anticyclonic circulation results
in the largest number of foggy days in Sofia, there are three other weather types that
contribute to fog formation. To the best of our knowledge, these findings are first-of-its-
kind and can be of potential interest in operational fog nowcasting. To take into account
local factors for fog formation, two fog indices were evaluated. They were found to exhibit
good skills in fog detection with a false alarm ratio in the range of 22–26%. No connection
was found between the IWV and the fog conditions, but investigating data from future
stations, closer to each other, could lead to a change in that result. As a next step, Numerical
Weather Prediction proxy profiles of temperature and wind speed will be used to further
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increase the temporal resolution of the fog indices. A machine learning approach will also
be considered.

In summary, it can be concluded that fog forecasting in Sofia can benefit from com-
bining objective circulation classification and locally developed fog indices. However,
further improvements in the probability of fog detection and the false alarm ratio are highly
desirable. The role of an operational forecaster is indispensable for fog forecasting and
nowcasting in the complex terrain surrounding Sofia city.
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